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ABSTRACT

Objectives: The clinical diagnosis of qualitative platelet dis-

orders (QPDs) based on light transmission aggregometry

(LTA) requires significant blood volume, time, and expertise,

all of which can be barriers to utilization in some populations

and settings. Our objective was to develop a more rapid assay

of platelet function by measuring platelet-mediated clot con-

traction in small volumes (35 mL) of whole blood using T2

magnetic resonance (T2MR).

Methods: We established normal ranges for platelet-

mediated clot contraction using T2MR, used these ranges to

study patients with known platelet dysfunction, and then

evaluated agreement between T2MR and LTA with arachi-

donic acid, adenosine diphosphate, epinephrine, and throm-

bin receptor activator peptide.

Results: Blood from 21 healthy donors was studied. T2MR

showed 100% agreement with LTA with each of the four agonists

and their cognate inhibitors tested. T2MR successfully detected

abnormalities in each of seven patients with known QPDs, with

the exception of one patient with a novel mutation leading to

Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome. T2MR appeared to detect platelet

function at similar or lower platelet counts than LTA.

Conclusions: T2MR may provide a clinically useful ap-

proach to diagnose QPDs using small volumes of whole

blood, while also providing new insight into platelet biology

not evident using plasma-based platelet aggregation tests.

Qualitative platelet disorders (QPDs) comprise a heter-

ogeneous group of conditions characterized by diverse

defects in platelet function and a variable tendency to bleed.

Light transmission aggregometry (LTA) has remained the

gold-standard method for diagnosing QPDs since its initial

description by Born1 in 1962 but is associated with practical

and analytical shortcomings.

LTA is labor intensive, requires technical expertise, and is

only available in specialized reference laboratories. Methods

are not well standardized despite publication of international

consensus recommendations.2 A relatively large volume of

whole blood (20-25 mL) is typically required, which may be

problematic for small children. LTA is less reliable in samples

with platelet counts less than 100� 109/L and cannot assess the

contribution of other elements to hemostasis, such as the influ-

ence of erythrocytes and leukocytes on clot development, integ-

rity, or contraction.3 Because LTA does not involve activation

of coagulation, it assesses the relationship between platelets

and fibrinogen rather than the more physiologically relevant

relationship between platelets and fibrin.4 To overcome these

limitations, novel modalities have emerged in recent years,

such as whole-blood aggregometry, multiplate impedance

aggregometry, turbidimetric aggregometry (VerifyNow,

Accriva Diagnostics, San Diego, CA), and thromboelastogra-

phy.5 However, these modalities have not shown close agree-

ment (r< 0.5) with LTA in clinical settings.6

We previously described a novel platform to measure

hemostasis in whole blood using T2 magnetic resonance

(T2MR).7 This method requires a small blood volume
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(35 lL), is technically simple because it does not require

separation of platelets, and yields results in minutes. The

objective of the current study was to develop a method for

assessing platelet function using the T2MR platform.

Herein, we derive reference ranges for a panel of platelet

agonists in healthy volunteers using T2MR, assess agree-

ment between T2MR and LTA, describe the relative sensi-

tivity of the two techniques in simulated thrombocytopenic

samples, measure recovery of platelet function after aspirin

ingestion, assess the effects of noncognate inhibitors, and

evaluate platelet function in patients with known QPDs.

Materials and Methods

Participants

We describe the results of three studies in this article. In

studies of healthy volunteers, adults (aged �18 years) were

recruited. Participants were excluded if they were pregnant,

had a history of abnormal clotting or bleeding, or had taken

medication known to affect platelet function within 7 days. In

the aspirin study, one adult meeting the same eligibility crite-

ria ingested a 325-mg dose of aspirin. In the study of patients,

participants with known QPDs were enrolled. Demographic

and clinical information was collected, and the severity of

bleeding was analyzed using the International Society on

Thrombosis and Haemostasis Bleeding Assessment Tool.8

The protocols were approved by the Institutional Review

Board of the University of Pennsylvania. All participants pro-

vided written informed consent.

Sample Collection

Upon enrollment, 30 mL of whole blood was collected

into 3.2% sodium citrate evacuated tubes with an applied

tourniquet and a 21-gauge needle (final citrate concentra-

tion, 0.32%). The first 3 mL was discarded. The remainder

of the blood sample was separated for analysis of platelet

function by T2MR and LTA, and measurements were com-

pleted within 4 hours after draw.

Measurement of Platelet Function by T2MR

Platelet-mediated clot contraction was measured with a

small portable T2MR device (T2Plex prototype; T2

Biosystems, Lexington, MA) consisting of a 0.5 T perma-

nent magnet and detection coil heated to 37 �C.7 The coagu-

lation reaction cuvette in this device was a custom

disposable unit with a 0.2-mL volume. To run the assay,

first, a 3-mL total volume was added to the cuvette consist-

ing of batroxobin and CaCl2 to initiate fibrin formation,

FXIIIa to crosslink fibrin molecules, and heparin (20 U/mL

final) to block endogenous thrombin generation (T2

Biosystems, Lexington, MA). Next, 2 mL of various agonist

solutions Table 1 was added to the cuvette and then com-

bined with 35 mL of prewarmed whole blood. T2MR meas-

urements were then initiated in a 40-mL total volume.7 For

inhibitor experiments, the cognate antagonist (on-target)

was added along with its agonist, while in cross-inhibition

experiments, noncognate antagonists (off-target) were

added with agonists (Table 1). In these inhibitor and cross-

inhibitor experiments, the whole-blood samples were

preincubated with a small volume (1% total volume) of

antagonist solution for approximately 15 minutes prior to

T2MR measurements. In some experiments, we prepared

“reconstructed blood” samples as described previously by

isolating RBCs and platelets by centrifugation and recom-

bining them in normal donor plasma at a hematocrit of 40%

to vary the platelet count within a constant plasma environ-

ment and at a constant hematocrit.7

T2MR Data Acquisition

T2MR relaxation measurements were acquired using a

prototype T2Plex reader and analyzed as described previ-

ously.7 A total of three readers were used in parallel.

T2MR measurements began with an initial 90� pulse and

were followed by a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)

echo train consisting of a series of 180� pulses, resulting in an

exponential relaxation curve. At every measured time point,

there may be up to three discrete populations of water mole-

cules representing the serum (T21), loose clot (T22), and tight

clot (T23) during clot contraction.3 The exponential decay

curve was fit using an adaptive algorithm to produce results

that can be represented as a monoexponential, biexponential,

or triexponential equation (equation 1):

V ¼ I1e�t=T21 þ I2e�t=T22 þ I3e�t=T23 (1)

where V is voltage induced in the coil, T2i is the T2 relaxation

value of each water population (i¼ 1 to 3), Ii is the intensity or

relative moles of water in each population (i¼ 1 to 3), and t

Table 1
Agonists, Antagonists, and Concentrations Used for Light

Transmission Aggregometry and T2 Magnetic Resonance

Agonist or Cognate Antagonist Final Concentration, mmol/L

Agonist

Arachidonic acid 500

Adenosine diphosphate 10

Epinephrine 10

Thrombin receptor activating peptide 10

Cognate antagonist

Acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) 600

MeSAMP 100

MRS2279 10

Yohimbine 10

Vorapaxar 5
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is time. A CPMG relaxation curve was obtained every

20 seconds and analyzed to produce T2 and intensity values.

T2MR Data Analysis

A platelet activity metric (PAM) was developed to

quantify platelet-induced clot contraction, which results in

formation of clot and serum populations of water. The PAM

was designed to evaluate the rate of serum formation

weighted by the extent of serum formation. Here, the former

is represented as the time summation of the difference in T2

values of the serum and clot and the latter as the serum

intensity, from time 0 to 20 minutes Figure 1A . If a tight

clot (T23) was detected, the T2 of the loose clot (T22) and

tight clot (T23) was combined into a single clot T2 (T2clot)

weighted by intensity for the purposes of calculating the

PAM (equation 2).

T2clot ¼
I2

I2 þ I3
T22 þ

I3
I2 þ I3

T23 (2)

This T2clot value was developed as an empirical approxima-

tion and was not designed to derive a magnetic resonance

value of the exact mean clot T2. Using T2clot, the PAM for

quantifying platelet function was defined as the summation

of the difference in T2 value between the serum and clot,

multiplied by the intensity of the serum (equation 3).

PAM ¼
Xm

i¼0 T2serum nð Þ � T2clot nð Þ
� �

� Iserum nð Þ (3)

where i varies from 0 to 20 minutes in multiples of 20

seconds, m is the experiment length (ie, 20 minutes), and

T2serum and Iserum were given as T21 and I1 in equation 1,

respectively.

T2MR Activation Threshold

The T2MR activation thresholds were defined based on

CLSI guidance of qualitative tests,9 with the overall goal of

balancing the sensitivity and specificity of the test. First, PAM

data were normalized into relative PAM units, such that 100%

relative PAM represented the maximum healthy donor PAM

value and 0% represented zero PAM. Next, PAM distributions

were tested for normality using an Anderson-Darling normal-

ity test. If there was insufficient evidence for non-normality

(P> .05), the activation thresholds were defined using the

lower and upper 5% normal distribution of the activated and

inhibited samples, respectively (equation 4).

Thresholdnormal ¼ �xactive � 1:645� SDactiveð Þð
þ �xinhibited þ 1:645� SDinhibitedð ÞÞ=2

ð4Þ

where �xactive and �xinhibited are the means of the relative

PAMs from the active and inhibited samples, respectively,

and SDactive and SDinhibited are the standard deviations of the

relative PAMs from the active and inhibited samples,

respectively. This equation was designed to balance the sen-

sitivity and specificity of the test. If the PAM distributions

showed evidence of nonnormality (P< .05), then a nonnor-

mal threshold equation was employed to define the lower

and upper 5% distribution by rank of the activated and

inhibited samples, respectively (equations 5 to 7).

ActivatedRank ¼ 0:05�N þ 0:5 (5)

InhibitedRank ¼ 0:95�N þ 0:5 (6)

Thresholdnonnormal ¼ ðActivatedRankþ InhibitedRankÞ=2 (7)

where ActivatedRank and InhibitedRank are the ranked

PAM values from the activated and inhibited samples,

respectively (lowest value assigned rank of “1”), and N is

the number of samples. Again, this approach was designed

to balance the sensitivity and specificity of the test.

Measurement of Platelet Function by LTA

Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) was prepared for LTA by

centrifuging whole blood at 200g for 7 minutes. Platelet-

poor plasma (PPP) was used as a blank control and prepared

by centrifuging the whole-blood fraction left after removal

of the PRP at 2,000g for 10 minutes. LTA was measured

with an optical aggregometer (Model 700; Chrono-Log,

Havertown, PA) using the same agonists and same

concentrations that were used with T2MR (Table 1). When

antagonists were used, whole blood was incubated with the

inhibitor for approximately 15 minutes prior to PRP

preparation.

For studies in healthy volunteers and in the aspirin fall-

off study, the platelet count in PRP was not adjusted. For

studies of samples from patients with known QPDs, a sam-

ple from a healthy control was run in parallel. If the platelet

count in the patient’s PRP was below 250� 109/L, the plate-

let count in the control was adjusted to match that in the

patient sample; otherwise, it was not adjusted.

The LTA activation threshold was set to 60% or more

transparency relative to the blank control after 6 minutes of

runtime, per the established instrument threshold based on

prior determination of normal ranges at the Hospital of

University of Pennsylvania Special Coagulation Laboratory.

A patient sample was classified as “abnormal” only if the

corresponding control sample was classified as “normal.”

Agreement Between LTA and T2MR in Patients

To compare the diagnostic agreement between LTA

and T2MR, patients with a genetic or acquired QPD were

recruited. For LTA, “normal” was defined as a transparency

of 60% or more compared with blank PPP after 6 minutes of

incubation for all agonists (Table 1). For T2MR, “normal”

was defined as a PAM value greater than the PAM
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A B

C Figure 1 Raw data curves from T2 magnetic resonance

(T2MR) platelet function measurements: effect of protease-

activated receptor 1 (PAR-1) inhibitor and defect in glycopro-

tein IIb/IIIa. A, Sample from healthy donor showing initiation

of clot contraction and changes in T2 value and intensity dur-

ing clot contraction after addition of 10 mmol/L thrombin

receptor activator peptide (TRAP). B, Effect of TRAP and

inhibitor of PAR-1 activation (vorapaxar) on clot formation and

contraction compared with normal donor response. C,

Absence of contraction in sample from patient with

Glanzmann thrombasthenia.
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activation threshold developed using 21 adult healthy

donors (equations 4 to 7). Classifications of “normal” or

“abnormal” were then compared for each agonist and donor.

Statistical Analysis and Testing

All statistical tests were performed using Minitab

version 17 (Minitab, State College, PA). Statistical signifi-

cance was defined as P< .05.

Results

Measurement of Platelet-Mediated Clot Contraction

With T2MR

T2MR provides dynamic measurements of platelet-

mediated clot contraction in whole blood. Prior to fibrin for-

mation, T2MR detects a single population of water molecules

represented by a single T2 curve.7 However, when fibrin

forms by the addition of batroxobin in the presence of heparin

to block endogenous thrombin, platelets activated by specific

agonists contract the fibrin network and two T2MR curves

are generated, representing the clot and serum phases. This

effect is illustrated by addition of thrombin receptor activator

peptide (TRAP) to whole blood as an agonist in the presence

of batroxobin, FXIIIa, and heparin (Figure 1A). The distinc-

tion in T2 values between these phases is attributable to dif-

ferences in erythrocyte and protein concentrations.7 In

addition to T2 values, T2MR also measures the intensity or

relative moles of water in each phase. During platelet con-

traction, the intensity or moles of water in the serum phase

increases with a corresponding decrease in intensity of the

clot phase, as expected (Figure 1A).

As a demonstration of the differences in raw data

between platelet activation and inhibition, platelets were

activated using TRAP, a protease-activated receptor 1

(PAR-1) receptor agonist. T2MR demonstrated clot con-

traction after addition of TRAP; however, when TRAP

was added along with vorapaxar (a PAR-1 inhibitor), no

contraction was detected over 20 minutes, as indicated by

horizontal curves for T2 value and intensity Figure 1B .

Similarly, no T2MR response was detected in blood from

a patient with Glanzmann thrombasthenia after addition

of TRAP, as expected, due to a defect in the glycoprotein

aIIbb3 complex that is necessary for clot contraction10

Figure 1C .

Defining Thresholds for Platelet Activation and

Inhibition With T2MR

Samples from 21 healthy volunteers were analyzed

using T2MR after activation with each of four platelet

agonists, in the absence or presence of their cognate

inhibitors (Table 1). The difference in mean PAM

between activated and inhibited samples was significant

for all agonists (P< .001; paired t test) Figure 2A . In

addition, there was no overlap in measured PAM values

between samples with agonist alone and samples with

both agonist and antagonist added. Activation with epi-

nephrine produced the broadest distribution in the PAM

(Figure 2A), likely due to the low number and high varia-

tion in platelet a-adrenergic receptor density.11,12 On a

A B

Figure 2 Agreement of T2 magnetic resonance (T2MR) platelet assays with light transmission aggregometry (LTA) and T2MR

sensitivity to adenosine diphosphate (ADP) activation pathways. A, T2MR-relative platelet activity metric (PAM) for four ago-

nists and corresponding thresholds with healthy normal donors (n¼21). T2MR-relative PAM values are color coded to indicate

LTA responsiveness, either activated (green) or inhibited (red). The active samples included the agonist alone, and the inhibited

samples included the agonist and cognate antagonist. B, Dual inhibition of response to ADP using 100 mmol/L MeSAMP,

10 mmol/L MRS2279, or 100 mmol/L MeSAMP and 10 mmol/L MRS2279 (n¼ 9).
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relative PAM scale, where 100% represents the maximum

PAM value measured across 21 healthy volunteers, the

relative PAM thresholds were as follows: arachidonic

acid (AA), 9.6%; adenosine diphosphate (ADP), 21.0%;

epinephrine, 1.0%; and TRAP, 15.8%. These values were

generated by the threshold equations described in the

Materials and Methods.

The specificity of T2MR PAM measurements to plate-

let activation through ADP receptors was evaluated using

inhibitors of the P2Y1 (MRS2279) and P2Y12 (MeSAMP)

receptors. MeSAMP alone blocked ADP-mediated platelet

aggregation as measured by LTA (data not shown).

However, when either MeSAMP or MRS2279 alone was

added to whole blood, only partial inhibition of ADP-

mediated platelet function was detected by T2MR. In con-

trast, simultaneous addition of both inhibitors abolished pla-

telet function on T2MR, indicating that both P2Y1 and

P2Y12 receptor pathways contribute to the T2MR PAM sig-

nal when platelets are activated by ADP in whole blood

Figure 2B .

Agreement Between T2MR and LTA in Samples From

Healthy Volunteers

To assess agreement between T2MR and LTA, platelet

aggregation and T2MR were measured in parallel using

samples from 21 healthy volunteers. Samples that were clas-

sified on LTA as activated are shown in green and those that

were classified as inhibited are shown in red (Figure 2A).

Both positive percent agreement and negative percent

agreement were 100% between T2MR and LTA for each of

the four platelet agonists tested, as shown by the complete

separation of the green (LTA active) and red (LTA inhib-

ited) data points (Figure 2A).

Aspirin Fall-Off Study

To determine the feasibility of T2MR to evaluate plate-

let activity and inhibition ex vivo, recovery of platelet func-

tion after a 325-mg dose of aspirin was monitored with

T2MR and LTA over 5 days in samples from one healthy

donor. Using AA as the activator, T2MR showed partial

A B

Figure 3 Recovery of platelet function in vivo in response to aspirin ingestion using arachidonic acid activation on T2 magnetic

resonance (T2MR) and light transmission aggregometry (LTA). A donor ingested 325 mg of aspirin at time zero and returned for

periodic blood draws over 5 days. A, Comparison of platelet function measured by each platform, where T2MR detects the

return of weak platelet function earlier than LTA. B, Raw data curves demonstrating T2MR detects partial platelet function

recovery at 29 hours compared with 78 hours using LTA. LTA curves begin with negative transparency due to addition of oil-

based emulsion of arachidonic acid to platelet-rich plasma. PAM, platelet activity metric.
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recovery of platelet function at 29 hours after aspirin inges-

tion, whereas recovery with LTA was first evident at

78 hours Figure 3 . This result suggests that T2MR may be

more sensitive to recovery of platelet function after inges-

tion of aspirin and perhaps may be able to detect a smaller

number of functional platelets as nonaspirinated platelets

enter the circulation.

Measurement of Platelet Function in Simulated

Thrombocytopenic Samples

To evaluate the effect of platelet count on T2MR and

LTA, “reconstructed” blood7 and PRP from two healthy

volunteers were adjusted to platelet counts from 40 to

150� 109/L and activated with 10 mmol/L ADP. Whereas

LTA showed abnormal attenuated responses at platelet

counts below 100� 109/L, platelet function was reliably

detected at platelet counts as low as 40� 109/L using

T2MR Figure 4 .

Specificity and Cross-Inhibition of Platelet Antagonists

Using T2MR

To investigate the specificity of platelet antagonists and

their cross-inhibitory effects, a “percent inhibited” metric

was defined where 100% indicates complete inhibition and

0% indicates the inhibitor produced a PAM value equal to

or greater than the agonist alone. Therefore, the inhibitor

response is normalized to the agonist-alone control for each

donor sample. As expected, 100% inhibition was found with

each cognate agonist-antagonist pair across four to 19

healthy donors depending on the agonist Figure 5 .

However, partial cross-inhibition was also detected for all

agonist-antagonist pairs. For example, AA-mediated platelet

activation was partially inhibited in most donor samples by

MeSAMP, yohimbine, and vorapaxar Figure 5A . Within

this donor population, T2MR again detected partial inhibi-

tion of the ADP signal with MeSAMP alone but complete

inhibition with MeSAMP and MRS2779 combined

Figure 5B . In addition, the PAR-1 inhibitor vorapaxar

Figure 4 Responses to low platelet counts on light transmission aggregometry (LTA, left) and T2 magnetic resonance (T2MR,

right) using 10 mmol/L adenosine diphosphate activation with two donor samples. LTA was measured in platelet-rich plasma

diluted with autologous plasma and T2MR in reconstructed whole blood.
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produced partial cross-inhibition with AA, ADP, and epi-

nephrine as agonists, consistent with studies demonstrating

crosstalk between the PAR-1 and P2Y12 ADP recep-

tors,13,14 as well as PAR-1 and the a2A-adrenergic path-

way.15 These data suggest that T2MR measurements may

help to identify the activity of various components in the

intracellular signaling pathways involved in platelet activa-

tion in healthy and dysfunctional platelets.

Detection of Contraction by T2MR With Abnormal

Aggregation on LTA

We evaluated whether it is possible for T2MR to pro-

duce a normal PAM result despite an abnormal LTA

response in the cross-inhibition study. We found some

cross-inhibited samples where LTA showed a maximum

aggregation of 20% to 40% (below the 60% threshold),

while T2MR produced a PAM result above the normal

threshold defined in this study Figure 6 . In addition, some

AA and ADP samples showed a primary but not a secondary

wave of aggregation but still generated a normal PAM result

(Figure 6). However, most samples with an abnormal aggre-

gation response had a concomitant abnormal PAM result in

the cross-inhibition study (70% across all agonists).

To investigate these differences further, the perform-

ance of platelet antagonists and their cross-inhibitory effects

on platelet function was evaluated by comparing the per-

centage of samples inhibited by noncognate (ie, off-target)

inhibitors on T2MR and LTA Figure 7 . A lower proportion

of samples was classified as inhibited by off-target inhibi-

tors on T2MR compared with LTA (P< .05 for AA and epi-

nephrine, Fisher exact test).

Agreement of T2MR and LTA in Patients With Known

Platelet Function Defects

We measured platelet function using LTA and T2MR

in seven patients with a confirmed hereditary or acquired

A B

C D

Figure 5 Cross-inhibition of multiple antagonists on T2 magnetic resonance after activation with (A) arachidonic acid,

(B) adenosine diphosphate, (C) epinephrine, or (D) thrombin receptor activator peptide. “Percent inhibited” is the normalized

platelet activity metric (PAM) value on a linear scale compared with activation with the agonist only for each donor (control),

where 100% indicates complete inhibition and 0% indicates the PAM value from antagonist is equal to or greater than

agonist alone. Data points represent individual normalized PAM values, with boxes representing the median and interquartile

range (n¼ 4-19). ASA, acetylsalicylic acid.
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QPD Table 2 . Of these, five patients had a hereditary dis-

order and two patients without known hereditary disorders

were taking nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

(NSAIDs) during testing and were therefore classified as

having an acquired QPD.

Six of the seven patients with QPDs showed abnormal-

ities by both T2MR and LTA, and there was good agreement

at the individual agonist level. For example, the patient with

Glanzmann thrombasthenia showed abnormalities with AA,

ADP, and epinephrine with T2MR and LTA. However,

results in one patient with Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome

(HPS) showed abnormal aggregation with all three agonists

by LTA but normal clot contraction by T2MR. This patient

was subsequently diagnosed with a novel HPS4 mutation, but

the nature of the defect has not been further characterized.

These LTA results differed notably from those of the other

patient with HPS (type 1), in which we observed normal

responses with ADP and AA and abnormal responses with

epinephrine by both methods. For the two patients taking

NSAIDs, both modalities detected abnormal responses with

AA. However, for ADP and epinephrine, T2MR showed a

normal response, while LTA was abnormal. These observa-

tions from patients taking NSAIDs are consistent with the

results of the cross-inhibition study (Figure 5).

Discussion

We describe a novel method to measure platelet func-

tion in whole blood by quantifying the capacity of activated

platelets to contract fibrin clots and exude serum.7 The

changes in the T2MR tracings are generated by the greater

freedom of water molecules in the evolving serum compart-

ment relative to whole blood and fibrin. Results are quanti-

fied using a PAM, which reflects the onset, duration, and

magnitude of serum formation. The force generated by pla-

telets in clot contraction, as reflected by the PAM, is evident

from the inhibitory effects of systematically lowering the

platelet count in samples, by inhibiting platelet contractility

A B

Figure 6 T2 magnetic resonance (T2MR) can produce a contraction signal in the normal range when light transmission

aggregometry (LTA) shows only a primary wave of aggregation or weak aggregation. Example LTA vs T2MR comparisons from

the cross-inhibition study with (A) arachidonic acid or (B) adenosine diphosphate activation, with the added antagonist shown

as “þ antagonist” in the panel. While LTA signal only reached 20% to 40% maximum transparency, well below the 60%

threshold for activation, T2MR showed a platelet activity metric (PAM) signal above the normal threshold for each agonist with

these donors. The hatched lines represent the normal thresholds. ASA, acetylsalicylic acid.
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using cytochalasin D,7 from the use of specific inhibitors of

platelet-activating ligands, and by the absence of clot con-

traction in patients with Glanzmann thrombasthenia

(Figure 1) or a MYH9 cellular myosin gene mutation.16

We defined analytic thresholds for platelet activation by

measuring the difference in PAM values generated by platelet

agonists in the absence and presence of their cognate antago-

nists. Among the 21 healthy donors, there was complete sepa-

ration between PAM values generated by agonists alone and

agonists with antagonists, although there was near overlap

with epinephrine, presumably attributable to known variation

in a-adrenergic receptor density11,12 (Figure 2A). Complete

inhibition was found with each cognate agonist-antagonist

pair (Figure 2A), affirming the specificity of the assay. Of

interest, complete inhibition of ADP-induced platelet activa-

tion in whole blood required combined P2Y1 and P2Y12

blockade (Figure 2B), in contrast to the full inhibition in LTA

achieved by blocking P2Y12 alone. Additional study is

needed to determine whether this reflects the contribution of

RBCs to ADP levels and if the extent of residual P2Y1 func-

tion identified in whole blood correlates with clinical varia-

bility in response to P2Y12 inhibitors.17,18 In addition, partial

cross-inhibition among agonist-antagonist pairs was also

observed, likely because of overlapping intracellular activa-

tion pathways19 (Figure 5).

Reliable platelet activity metrics were generated using

T2MR at platelet counts as low as 40 � 109/L, whereas

platelet counts of 40 � 109/L produced zero or near-zero

response when assessed by LTA (Figure 4). The sensitivity

of T2MR to low platelet counts implies that, although the

extent of contraction is greatly reduced,15 T2MR can still

distinguish platelet function from platelet number at low

platelet counts. Second, platelet activity after ingestion of

aspirin was detected 2 days earlier by T2MR than by LTA

(Figure 3). Since this aspirin study was performed only with

a single individual, future work will need to test this finding

in a broader context. Third, T2MR responses appeared to be

less affected by off-target inhibitors, as seen in patients tak-

ing NSAIDs and the cross-inhibition studies. For two

patients taking NSAIDs, both T2MR and LTA identified

abnormal agonist responses to AA, which was expected

since the AA signaling pathway is inhibited by NSAIDs.

However, platelet aggregation in response to ADP and epi-

nephrine was abnormal as assessed by LTA, while normal

clot contraction was detected by T2MR (Table 2). In addi-

tion, in the cross-inhibition study, T2MR showed a signifi-

cantly lower rate of inhibition from off-target inhibitors

after activation with AA and epinephrine (Figure 7). Taken

together, these findings suggest that T2MR is more sensitive

to residual platelet function than LTA. The clinical signifi-

cance of this finding and determination of which method

better reflects in vivo platelet function will require further

study.

These results demonstrate that measurement of

platelet-mediated clot contraction interrogates multiple

aspects of platelet activation that only partially overlap

with results generated by LTA. On one hand, platelet

aggregation by LTA is enhanced by the dissemination of

exogenous and secreted agonists among target platelets, a

process that is fostered by continuous stirring of samples

that is not a feature of the current T2MR platform where

diffusion may be impeded by the contracted clot.

Therefore, LTA is especially poised to detect defects in

platelet secretion.

T2MR, by contrast, detects platelet-mediated clot

contraction, a process that reduces clot volume, prevents

blood loss, and helps restore blood flow past obstructive

thrombi.20-22 Previous studies have demonstrated sev-

eral differences in platelet interactions with fibrin,

present in T2MR, compared with fibrinogen, present in

LTA, which may provide a biological basis for our

observations. First, the affinity of platelet glycoprotein

aIIbb3 for fibrin exceeds the affinity for fibrinogen4;

thus, platelets will be more tightly bound to each other

by fibrin compared with fibrinogen. Second, fibrin, but

not fibrinogen, promotes fibronectin assembly and

expression of phosphatidylserine on the platelet sur-

face,23-25 which amplifies thrombin generation and fos-

ters recruitment of additional platelets to sites of fibrin

Figure 7 Analytical specificity of light transmission aggreg-

ometry and T2 magnetic resonance to noncognate (off-target)

inhibitors from the cross-inhibition study: arachidonic acid

(AA, n¼ 25), adenosine diphosphate (ADP, n¼ 27), and epi-

nephrine (EN, n¼ 28). With each agonist and instrument pair,

samples with noncognate inhibitors were evaluated as

“normal” or “abnormal,” and the ratio “% of samples inhib-

ited” was defined as “abnormal,”/(“normal”þ “abnormal,”).

These ratios were then evaluated statistically using a two-pro-

portion test with Fisher’s exact method. Noncognate inhibi-

tors included AA (MeSAMP, vorapaxar, yohimbine), ADP

(acetylsalicylic acid [ASA], vorapaxar, yohimbine), and EN

(ASA, MeSAMP, vorapaxar).
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formation. Third, platelets undergo complete spreading

on fibrin but not on fibrinogen, which induces expres-

sion of procoagulant phosphatidylserine via glycopro-

tein VI26 and enhances clot stability. Fourth, platelet

interactions with fibrin in whole blood may also reflect the

contribution of other blood cells to clot dynamics, including

erythrocytes and leukocytes, that may affect hemostasis but

are not present in PRP. Taken together, the differences in

platelet interactions between fibrinogen and fibrin may

explain why fewer platelets appear to be required to gener-

ate contraction measurable by T2MR than are needed for

aggregation measurable by LTA. These differences in pla-

telet function in whole blood compared with PRP may help

classify existing QPDs in novel ways and provide new

insights into platelet biology, although more work is needed

to characterize platelet contractile responses in whole

blood.

Recent data indicate that there is considerable varia-

bility in the spatiotemporal extent of platelet activation

during clot formation in vivo, with more intense platelet

activation, adhesion, and thrombin generation within the

inner core of the clot apposed to the damaged vasculature.

In contrast, in the outer shell, there is partial platelet acti-

vation, as well as less thrombin generation and fibrin for-

mation.27 LTA might reflect the biology in this outer shell,

whereas T2MR, which relies on platelet-mediated clot

contraction, may provide more insight into the events that

occur within the inner core.

Several limitations of our studies must be acknowl-

edged. We have not characterized responses in whole blood

to collagen and ristocetin, which are needed to detect rare

disorders such as Bernard-Soulier syndrome and glycopro-

tein VI deficiency. In addition, we developed PAM thresh-

olds in an adult cohort, and it cannot be assumed that these

thresholds will translate directly to pediatric populations.28

Furthermore, the T2MR platform does not incorporate

potentially relevant effects of flow, and we did not compare

analysis of whole-blood specimens with impedance aggreg-

ometry or thromboelastography.29 Finally, the number of

samples from patients with bleeding disorders that we

studied was small. Larger studies, accompanied by exten-

sive clinical and laboratory evaluation for other bleeding

disorders, will be needed to elucidate the clinical utility of

T2MR measurements.

Table 2
Characteristics of Patients With Known Congenital or Acquired Platelet Function Defects

Any Agonista ADP EN AA

Age, y Sex ISTH-BAT Defect Bleeding Symptoms LTA T2MR LTA T2MR LTA T2MR LTA T2MR

Congenital platelet function disorders

22 F 9 MYH9 mutation,

May-Heggelin

anomaly

Menorrhagia, extensive bruising A A A A N N N N

38 F 17 Glanzmann

thrombasthenia

Epistaxis, oral cavity bleeding,

extensive bruising, menorrhagia,

postpartum hemorrhage,

postsurgical bleeding

A A A A A A A A

54 F 19 Hermansky-Pudlak

syndrome,

type 1

Easy bruising, epistaxis, major

bleeding after minor procedure

and tooth extraction, postpartum

hemorrhage requiring blood

transfusion

A A N N A A N N

Familial RUNX1
mutationb

Unknown A A A N A A A A

15 M 9 Hermansky-Pudlak

syndrome,

type 4 (novel mutation)

Daily gingival bleeding, prolonged

epistaxis, GI bleed after

endoscopy with biopsy

requiring platelets and rVIIa

A N A N A N A N

Acquired platelet function disorder (medication effect)

71 M 6 NSAID (ibuprofen) Postsurgical bleeding after

arthroscopic shoulder

surgery

A A A N A N A A

45 F 3 NSAID (naproxen) Menorrhagia A A A N A N A A

A, abnormal response, where LTA transparency or T2MR PAM values are below their thresholds; AA, arachidonic acid; ADP, adenosine diphosphate; EN, epinephrine;

GI, gastrointestinal; ISTH-BAT, International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis Bleeding Assessment Tool; LTA, light transmission aggregometry; N, normal response,

where LTA transparency or T2MR PAM values are above their thresholds; NSAID, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug; T2MR, T2 magnetic resonance.
aThe “any agonist” column is defined as abnormal for LTA or T2MR if AA, ADP, or EN is abnormal; otherwise, it is normal.
bDemographic information, bleeding symptoms, and ISTH-BAT score are not available for one patient with familial RUNX1 mutation.
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Notwithstanding the limitations of our study, assess-

ment of platelet function using T2MR has several practical

advantages over LTA. First, samples can be assessed in

patients who have low platelet counts, because the need to

prepare PRP is obviated and T2MR appears to be normal

even at relatively low platelet counts. Second, much smaller

blood volumes are required (<0.1 mL vs>20 mL), which is

especially valuable in settings where blood is precious or

being used for other assays. Third, essentially no sample

preparation is needed, which may expand the number of

clinical care settings capable of analyzing platelet function.

Fourth, the fact that blood centrifugation is unnecessary

with T2MR means that turnaround time to result is faster.

Fifth, the same T2MR instrument can be used to measure

clot times, fibrinogen, and fibrinolysis, all directly from

whole blood.7 Sixth, the T2MR curves are feature rich,

providing opportunities to tailor metrics and assess aspects

of platelet biology beyond the applications described here.

Seventh, unlike LTA, which measures the interaction of

platelets and fibrinogen, T2MR assesses the more physio-

logically and pathophysiologically relevant relationship

between platelets and fibrin.4

Overall, our findings in this pilot study suggest that

T2MR may eventually enable the identification and charac-

terization of QPDs in native whole blood and that the results

may extend to global assessments of hemostasis when

including the other reported metrics. Additional basic and

clinical studies will be needed to determine whether this

new technology indeed provides a more biologically rele-

vant readout of platelet dysfunction in addition to its

capacity to quantify weak platelet function.
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